MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTORS OF SECURITY

SUBJECT: Clarification of Automated Entry Control System Minimum Requirements

The purpose of this memorandum is to clarify Automated Entry Control System (AECS) minimum requirements referenced in DoD Manual 5200.01, Volume 3, "DoD Information Security Program: Protection of Classified Information," February 24, 2012, paragraph 3.a.(2) of the Appendix to Enclosure 3. With respect to AECS requirements, the technologies referenced in paragraph 3.a.(2)(b) are optional, potential capabilities for future AECS implementation that are not presently required. This clarification will be formalized in a forthcoming change to DoD Manual 5200.01, Volume 3. My point of contact is Eileen Brophy at 703-604-1216 or Eileen.M.Brophy.civ@mail.mil.

Timothy A. Davis
Director of Security Policy and Oversight